Professionals You Need,
People You Trust.

INTERSTATE ENGINEERING
Founded in 1976, Interstate Engineering has been providing
innovative engineering, surveying, and planning solutions
throughout the Great Plains Region. We are committed
to integrity, quality, and loyalty for every project and every
client. Whether a rural city, growing urban area, established
water resource district, expanding tribal community, or
private developer, our team strives to be the professionals
you need, the people you trust.

Our portfolio is built on years of experience in a variety
of sectors. Just as roads interconnect communities,
projects often intersect and involve a variety of agencies.
Working with a varied client group has not only built strong
relationships but provides an opportunity to bring experience
into a current scenario and create a project that will meet
the needs of the future.

Client Awareness. Local
Presence. Employee Owned.
Our professionals work for our clients’ best interests. Team
commitment leads to clients’ continued leverage of our expertise.
Clients call us project after project and year after year. With offices
and professionals located near clients, the Interstate Engineering
team has a strong understanding of the area and a vested interest in
project and client success.
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FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
Our business is about connections. We connect people to water, communities to counties, and counties to the rest
of the world. Our work connects main streets to interstates through smart design, children to schools through safe
sidewalks, properties across rivers and streams with structurally sound bridges, and yesterday with the potential of
tomorrow with innovative planning. We connect people and families. We are focused on making, building, and
repairing connections.

Client relationships are not meant to be project by project but year by year, decade by
decade. We are not in the business of building projects as much as we are in building
lasting connections.

At Interstate Engineering, we understand the importance
of all the connections, including the connection built on
trust between a client and engineer. Moreover, strong client
connections are more than an annual phone call, but a
consistent check-in filling communication gaps, developing
methods that work for each client, and ultimately designing
and creating a connection that leads to multifaceted
projects that meet the current and future needs for each
client.
After over four decades of project building, we know that
our experience and expertise is thanks to the clients we
have earned, the trust we have built, and the connections
we have made.

Damon DeVillers, PE
Chairman of the Board, Interstate Engineering Inc.
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EVERYTHING
BEGINS
WITH A CONNECTION
Just as infrastructure connects neighbors and communities, strong relationships
built on trust connect our team with clients, building lasting relationships that last
beyond a project and stretch into decades.

Company Overview
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.
Since our inception, we have grown to a multi-office, multi-discipline firm by using a well-rounded and
collaborative approach to problem solving combined with technical execution.

Interstate Engineering is an employee-owned company with over 100 skilled
personnel on staff. Having professionals with diverse experience located
throughout the region gives Interstate Engineering the ability to meet project
staffing and technical needs promptly.

More than just
a consulting
firm, Interstate
Engineering is a
team of experts
committed to you.

Our Client Focus
The blueprint for a successful project begins with listening to you. Each client
and each project has varying needs. Because we understand this, keeping
the lines of communication open from start to finish is a central focus of
any client relationship. Understanding the concerns and ideas as seen by
all involved is of the utmost importance - at every phase of the project.
With a full understanding, our team then considers both conventional and
unconventional ideas in the design process, to provide a cost-effective and
quality solution to accomplish project goals.

PROFESSIONALS
You Need
We are innovators, designers, administrators, and

Guided

by

a

visionary

and

accomplished

specialists. Since day one, Interstate Engineering has

leadership group and supported by a diverse

executed a comprehensive and collaborative approach

and qualified team, we can develop and deliver

to problem-solving and technical execution. As a

a broad range of custom solutions to meet the

multidiscipline engineering firm, each staff member plays

needs of each situation.

an integral role in project success. We take pride in knowing
each team member has access to the latest equipment and
technology to provide efficient, quality service.
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Network of Resources
Our extensive network of resources allows Interstate

Community Minded Solutions for
Every Client

Engineering to build teams that fit the project no matter the

Providing clients with engineering, surveying, and

size while still leveraging local knowledge. Each project

planning solutions is only a portion of the overall

is efficiently and professionally completed with a diverse

service we offer. The completion of a project that leaves

group of experts at your fingertips.

a lasting impression of integrity, quality, and loyalty for
the clients, as well as the community, is the driving force
behind our work.
Because we care about the communities we serve, we
pay close attention to the details of each portion of
any project. From designing a water tower to surveying
land at a hazardous waste site and from constructing
a bridge to reconstructing a major highway, the end
goal is the same. We are creating more than a product;
we are building a lasting relationship with each client
and community. Each project is as valuable as the next,
as each project is vital to a community’s efficiency,
structure and safety.

Leaders in Quality
Engineering, Surveying
& Planning
Interstate Engineering has been delivering sustainable,
high-performance

civil

engineering,

surveying,

and

planning services for over 40 years. Our multidiscipline
network of professionals can design, contract, and
supervise projects throughout the Great Plains Region.
With the economical, social, and technological changes
driving the industry, Interstate Engineering continues to be
on the leading edge of challenges, finding solutions that fit
the needs and budgets of any project and for every client.

Interstate Engineering • www.interstateeng.com

PHILOSOPHY
Providing excellent service to our
clients is the commitment of Interstate
Engineering. The success in this
commitment is reflected in the high
number of repeat and longtime clients
that we maintain. Client responsibility
and engagement continues to be a top
priority for our firm as we strive to provide
high-quality projects completed on time,
within budget and without errors.
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Company Values
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

Interstate Engineering is committed to improving the quality of life throughout the region by providing
engineering, surveying and planning solutions that are founded on trust, efficiency and professionalism.
Guided by individuals who care about the well-being of others, Interstate Engineering strives to leave an
impression of integrity, quality and loyalty on the communities it serves.

Strong Work Ethic
We work until the work is done. Our team brings
strong work ethics to each project. It is how we
were raised and what we know is right.

Loyalty
Our employee-owners stay with us. We have
long-standing employees which means clients
get to know the firm and the people. Consistency
builds trust.

Helping Others

Integrity

Helping is part of our culture and core. From

Every

holding elected positions to helping local

interaction is based on integrity. Doing what

charities, our team is working to give back

is right for our clients and our team means

where we live.

everything.
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Office Locations
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

Each of our 17 offices is strategically placed to better serve our clients. With a smaller local office, we are able
to become part of each community, offer support for the area, and truly understand the needs. We are a local
firm with a network of resources ensuring our service produces solutions for your project no matter the size. With
a diverse network of resources at our fingertips, we make sure your project is done efficiently and professionally.

Interstate Engineering • www.interstateeng.com
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Team Overview
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

Interstate Engineering is composed of professionals, each playing an integral role in our achievements. From
concept to completion, we have experienced staff available to provide services for each phase of your project.

The team includes original thinkers in civil, structural,

with higher efficiency, durability, and usability. By

aviation, and environmental engineering, as well

melding traditional engineering with new approaches,

as

and

our comprehensive team can provide projects with

knowledgeable support staff. They design and

longevity and affordability, creating connections

construct with clients in mind, offering project solutions

between clients and end users.
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Board of Directors
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

At the heart of our approach is a visionary and accomplished leadership group. Led by a
talented Board of Directors and supported by a diverse and qualified employee team,
Interstate Engineering is able to offer innovation, expertise, advice, and direction to clients.

Damon DeVillers, PE
Chairman

Damon has been the design and project engineer for federal, state, and local
government agency projects.

Lonni Fleck, PE, LSI
President

Lonni has experience in a variety of project-types in all stages of project development,
including funding procurement.

Travis Dillman, PE
Vice-President

Travis has a broad range of engineering, construction administration and project
management experience.

Mike Bassingthwaite, PE
Treasurer

Mike has strong knowledge and experience in county engineering and hydraulic
engineering along with project management experience.

Wade Senger, PE
Secretary

Wade has worked on numerous municipal and rural water projects. He has extensive
inter-agency experience as well.
Interstate Engineering • www.interstateeng.com
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Market Experience
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

Interstate Engineering has done a very nice
and professional job working for our city.
I have personally worked on many of our
public works projects with them. I would
recommend them to other communities.
Richard Liesener, Public Works Director,
Ray, ND

Interstate Engineering offers a diverse selection of engineering, surveying, and planning services. Our services are
provided by highly experienced professionals with diverse experience. Combined with strong client-relationships,
proven processes, and tools developed through years of project execution, our projects are comprehensive and
meet the needs of the clients.

Serving public and private clients, listening to

We have experience working with federal and state

their needs, and offering solutions that meet those

government agencies, county, municipal, and tribal

requirements, our team of experts has experience

governments, water districts and private companies.

that is both broad and deep. Our work in a variety of

With experience in funds administration for federal

markets provides a diverse view to see solutions that

projects to land plats for private individuals, our

fit each project.

expertise not only carries with us but reminds us that
each project is unique.
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Depth of experience comes from a diverse
cross-section of market knowledge.
Municipal
Experience
A strong community is built on stable
infrastructure and clearly defined planning. The
team at Interstate Engineering understands and
has the knowledge and expertise to help.

County
Experience
At Interstate Engineering, we realize counties
manage many miles of road with limited
resources. With this in mind, we offer solutions
that optimize county resources.

State & Federal
Experience
We understand the importance of understanding
federal and state guidelines and regulations.
We are proud of our solid working relationships
with agencies and our experience working
under federal and state regulations.

Tribal
Experience
Interstate Engineering approaches projects
with an understanding of the communities and
cultures our work impacts and benefits. We
have completed numerous projects for various
tribal governments.

Private
Experience
Interstate Engineering works with both private
individuals as well as corporations to help
develop custom solutions.

Interstate Engineering • www.interstateeng.com
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Service Expertise
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.

Transportation Engineering
Getting from Point A to Point B is about more than just the road.

4000

+

Transportation
Projects

At Interstate Engineering we work with clients on transportation projects from
initial concept, planning, and studies to design, construction, and observation.
Whether the project is a roadway, rail, or air, our transportation engineering
team can create an innovative and effective project that maximizes efficiency
and long-term usability.

Land Surveying
Knowing the land, boundary lines, and which way the water flows

10,000

+

Surveying
Projects

Technically speaking, land surveying is the professional application of land
measurement skills and technologies to determine topography and geometric
relationship between significant land features. But in practice, it is more than
that. With expert eyes on many different angles, surveyors provide valuable
land information to clients.

Water System Engineering
The technical expertise, dedication, and commitment to developing dependable
water and wastewater solutions begin with a capable firm.

200

+

Systems Served

Growth, expansion, regulation changes and
aging systems are a few reasons water and
wastewater system engineering needs arise.
When that happens, we have the knowledge and
expertise to develop plans and see them through
beyond construction. No matter the system
size, we are able to assist in ensuring potable
water for communities and clean water for the
environment.
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Structural Engineering
Structurally sound engineering solutions.

750

+

Structural
Projects

Interstate Engineering delivers structural design for buildings
and bridges. Most projects call for our expertise in surveying,
studies and risk assessment, inspection and rehabilitation. No
matter the material, we can design it. We are well-versed in
building concrete, masonry, steel, and timber structures.

Aviation Engineering
Helping your plans take flight and keeping your budget grounded

58

Airports Served

Interstate Engineering delivers structural design for buildings and
bridges. Most projects call for our expertise in surveying, studies
and risk assessment, inspection and rehabilitation. No matter
the material, we can design it. We are well-versed in building
concrete, masonry, steel, and timber structures.

Interstate Engineering • www.interstateeng.com
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Water Resource Engineering
Where ideas flow.

900

+

Water Resource Projects

Our expertise includes planning, design, and construction services for all
types of water resource development needs. We have experience working with
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, and Wyoming regulating
and funding agencies. We can assist clients with applications, permits, and
coordination to plan, design and construct your project.

Geographic Information Systems
Knowledge is power.

115

Geographic Information
Systems Projects

From long-term planning to daily decisions, an accurate geographic information
system (GIS) will streamline this process. GIS solutions improve efficiency in
inventory, asset management, modeling, and land use planning. Built from the
ground up or integrating and updating existing data, Interstate Engineering’s
GIS Team will create geospatial solutions that fit your needs. We will assist
you in transforming, obtaining, storing, handling, and exploring data that can
be translated into useful and presentable formats for various audiences. With
Interstate Engineering, knowledge is always at your fingertips

Construction Observation
Quality assurance and quality control come standard with Interstate Engineering
Construction Observation.
Our approach to construction observation
is simple. We assign the most experienced
and qualified members of our team to field
observation

and

inspection

work.

Before,

during and after the project we focus on open
and candid communication between the client,
contractors, and stakeholders. Finally, our staff
meticulously oversees and reviews work to make
sure it is completed according to specifications
and expectations.
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Project Management
When you want your project completed on time and according to spec, trust Interstate Engineering
for complete project management. When projects are multifaceted and complex, success is often
dependent on successful coordination and management. From project start to finish we ensure each
task and stage is completed according to plan.

Planning
Knowing where a community is growing is critical in seeing the next steps. The collaborative planning
process works towards creating dynamic spaces and encouraging community growth and pride.
Interstate Engineering’s planning team provides integrated solutions to planning challenges public and
private sector clients face at all stages of the planning cycle.

Site Design
We have built a legacy by delivering exceptionally engineered site design solutions while working
closely with each client. For over 40 years, we have been a leader in comprehensive planning, land
use planning, and land development projects. Site designs range from residential neighborhoods to
industrial park facilities.

Solid Waste
When you need help with solid waste management, entrust Interstate Engineering. We proudly serve
municipal, industrial, and demolition landfills. We have experience working on landfill projects from
design to construction, with experience in a variety of services. Our services include expansions, final
covers, permitting, master planning, and ongoing documentation.

Environmental Engineering
Demand is growing for responsible environmental protection and restoration. We help our clients turn
environmental liabilities into assets. At Interstate Engineering, we evaluate the environmental concerns
and provide cost-effective solutions that are in harmony with nature and in compliance with regulations.

Recreational Facilities
From tennis courts and running tracks to stadiums and aquatic facilities, we have the experience to
implement solutions that fit your operational, financial, and recreational needs. At Interstate Engineering
we listen, analyze, recommend, and implement a course of action that utilizes the latest technologies.

Oilfield Services
Oil fields come with challenges, and these are challenges Interstate Engineering has navigated in
the past. From landowner relations to obtaining right-of-way, from determining the route through
the permitting process, and the design and surveying of well site, we can assist our clients in keeping
projects moving forward.

Energy Engineering & Survey
Our teams passionately deliver engineering and surveying solutions for all facets of the energy industry.
With offices planted in the heart of the Bakken, we implement unmatched energy solutions by combining
our expertise with a first-hand knowledge of the lay of the land. This means we have a pulse on local
trends, issues, and concerns.

Why Choose Us
Professionals You Need, People You Trust.
Our professional engineers work with you to identify challenges, assess feasibility, find funding, prepare the
design, and oversee construction. From concept through completion, our team of professionals are part of
the project at each stage.

Interstate Engineering develops relationships
where we work. These connections mean we
become part of your team, understanding

Client Awareness
Local Presence

needs and offering results. Boasting a diverse

Employee-Owned

project portfolio, distinguished certifications,

Timely Project Delivery

and training in the latest technological
advancements results in the highest quality
services for our clients.
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Extensive Experience
Trusted Expertise
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EVERYTHING BEGINS
WITH A CONNECTION
Just as infrastructure connects neighbors and communities, strong relationships built on
trust connect our team with clients, building lasting relationships that last beyond a project
and stretch into decades.

CONTACT US
Corporate Office
P.O. Box 2035

Phone

(701) 252-0234

1903 12th Avenue SW
Jamestown, ND 58402-2035

www.interstateeng.com

